American History Tour & Reflection

So many people walk the National Mall day dreaming while forgetting the significance of each monument and memorial. This day itinerary builds in a 2 hour tour of the National Mall while stopping back at the Smithsonian Museum of American History. Conclude the day reflecting on what you have learned by observing the National Mall at the Skydome Lounge.
Day 1

9:30 AM  Metro to Federal Triangle
9:45 AM  Walk to Smithsonian Museum of American History
10:00 AM DC by Foot Tours
12:00 PM Lincoln Memorial And Reflecting Pool - Lincoln Memorial And Reflecting Pool
1:00 PM &Pizza - &Pizza
3:00 PM Walk to the Foggy-Bottom Metro & Metro to Smithsonian Station
5:00 PM Metro from L'Enfant to Pengaton City & Walk to Sky Lounge
6:00 PM Skydome Lounge - Skydome Lounge
Metro to Federal Triangle

Walk to Smithsonian Museum of American History
This is where you will meet up with the tour group.

DC by Foot Tours
This is a guided tour of the memorials on the National Mall - Washington Monument, White House from afar, WWII, Vietnam, Korean and Lincoln Memorials. You'll learn about the history, symbolism and some of the hidden highlights of each memorial. We try to point out things you might not notice if you were visiting on your own.

Lincoln Memorial And Reflecting Pool
This is where the tour ends. This is a site that you can spend anywhere from 5 to 55 minutes at so we finish here so guests can choose. Some folks just pop up for a quick photo, others explore the museum in the basement and read the speeches on the walls.

Lincoln Memorial And Reflecting Pool
2 Lincoln Memorial Circle NW, Washington, DC, US, 20024
(202) 426-6841

&Pizza
At this point you will likely be pretty hungry. This is a well liked pizza place not to far from the Lincoln Memorial.

&Pizza
2224 F St NW, Washington, DC, US, 20037
(202) 849-8497
Walk to the Foggy-Bottom Metro & Metro to Smithsonian Station

National Museum Of American History
We think this museum is a good choice after the tour. Based on what you digest at the tour you can chose a few exhibits to learn more America's history here.

National Museum Of American History
1400 Constitution Ave NW, Washington, DC, US, 20560
(202) 633-3383

Metro from L'Enfant to Pengaton City & Walk to Sky Lounge
Skydome Lounge
This is one of the best places to take in views of Washington, DC and enjoy a drink or dinner.

Skydome Lounge
300 Army Navy Dr, Arlington, VA, US, 22202
(703) 416-3862